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ABSTRACT

Multimedia environments are utilised to construct presentation systems, introducing some advanced interactive features.
Aspects of this research involve the organisation, presentation and interaction of complex industrial case-study data,
arising from Computational Fluid Dynamic simulations and experimental trials (multimedia streams and static instances).
Also, the development of rheological courseware is addressed. Modular interface constructs are employed to facilitate
rapid and sound system-development. Object-oriented practices are deployed, based on underlying graph structures. The
multimedia nature of the implementation promotes interaction with synchronised animated flow-visualisation data and
enhances understanding of the underlying data. The resulting implementation can be ported to a variety of computer-
platforms, or streamed over Internet connections without compromise in quality or interactivity. Such flexibility of
distribution renders these systems ideal for publishing scientific content between virtual research communities and
industrialists, making e-Learning and e-Research widely accessible in a media-rich interactive form. It is shown how
distinct individual multimedia implementations are constructed and utilised, through a range of industrially-based and
educational case-studies. In addition, the semantic linking of content is discussed. Multimedia systems may be linked
externally, locally (single computer), or via Internet, aiding presentation and detailed data interrogation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Four distinct multimedia systems (MMS) are chosen (Contraction-Flows CF [2], Dough-Kneading DK [6],
History of Rheology [1] and Non-Newtonian Fluids [3]), to demonstrate the power of multimedia
environments (MME) for research/industrial and educational-content distribution across virtual scientific
communities. All four systems are developed under a single programming environment (Macromedia
Director 8.5, Macintosh), which supports multimedia objects, scripting, remote data-access, and stream-
synchronisation. Different data-oriented interfaces, novel to each case-study, enable customised data-
interaction that reflects data-properties and characteristics. The underlying graph-structure mirrors the
interface-organisation and data-connectivity. In this manner, distinct organisation is demonstrated across
each implementation. Table 1 summarises the type and volume of information contained within each case-
study, and is ordered (top-to-bottom) in terms of implementation-complexity (directly relating to data-
complexity).

Common delivery modes/methods for MMS are video, CD and Internet media. Integrated
implementations are not easy to achieve using propriety software, such as Microsoft PowerPoint (PPT).
Typical reasons for this may be attributed to the large data quantities involved, the inability to detect data-
duplication, and the default linear-access of proprietary software. Partitioning of the data, into separate
thematic entities is the favoured resolution, commonly adopted within such conventional implementations.

In the present study, a novel feature is the use of Multi-menus [3] to enable navigation between related
data instances within each MMS. These menus are a concrete realisation of the underlying graph structure
(representing sub-graphs). They facilitate data access, interrogation, and interpretation through direct
interaction. More-complicated systems include navigational aids, one being the pre-determined mode of



interaction, termed “cruise-control” (cc), a chosen route often with a Voiceover (VO) stream. This renders
the MMS meaningful to audiences of wide knowledge levels, including non-experts. It engenders flexibility
of use, where a single MMS may meet the needs of many distinct presentations. A further advantage is that
within any presentation instance, one may digress at will, and return to the cc-tour, through active frame
links. Navigation and system-functionality are specified using the Scientific Interactive Multimedia Model
(SIMM) [3]. Multi-level linking and interaction, may be introduced through these graph-based “multi-menu”
constructs. This permits direct interfacing with underlying content-structures, illustrated through typical
examples involving parameter-adjustment (DK-MMS, CF-MMS). Higher-order linking and interaction
across MMS-sections is facilitated via direct frame-linking. Content-connectivity over various abstraction
levels, and particularly linking between external MMS, has been addressed within our earlier work [4].
There, we dealt with the construction of super/master-MMS structures. Such structures permit disparate
content to be linked effectively over various media (CD/Internet), whilst system-functionality is preserved.

Table 1. MMS classification and complexity

Name of MMS Industrial Data-instances Delivery media

CF-MMS Yes O(150) video streams, O(150) slides Internet/CD

DK-MMS Yes O(50) video streams, O(100) slides Internet/CD
History of Rheology No O(10) video / animated streams, O(70) slides Internet/CD/DVD/Tape

Non-Newtonian Fluids No 4 main streams Internet/CD/DVD/Tape

2. INTERACTION WITH THE DATA

Each case-study has different requirements with respect to interaction and navigation. This is determined by
the data-relationships and the target-audience. For straightforward case-studies, advanced navigation is not
essential, so therefore system design is based on sequential story-telling, and an ordered linear-path through
the content is normally adequate. If a higher-level of interaction is required, then additional links may be
programmed into an appendix, for example, or other related sections within the MMS.

2.1 Educational MMS: “Non-Newtonian Fluids” and “History of Rheology”

The “Non-Newtonian Fluids” MMS1 is split into four main sections: “Introduction to Non-Newtonian
Fluids”; “Rheometry”; “Viscometry”; and “Other Non-Newtonian Effects” (Figure 1). Each of these sections
contains a number of sub-sections, all depicted with a characteristic icon within the multimedia menu. Here,
interaction can be represented via a directional, fully-connected, five-node graph. Such a basic structure is
considered sufficient to meet the needs of this educational presentation.

Passing from one node to the next is a fully-automated procedure. The MMS, in play-mode, runs without
further user-communication, once a stream has initially been selected. At the same time linking to other
sections is permitted. A pre-rendered, single-clip approach is adopted in this case, as the content is rich in
audio/visual material and requires precise timing in presentation-mode. Such a consideration is difficult to
achieve precisely within a MME. This level of timing accuracy (to one twenty-fifth of a second) may be
achieved when high-end computers are employed. Nevertheless, here, the main concern is delivery of the
MMS over a variety of platforms and to various hardware specifications.

Passing next to a slightly more demanding case-study, allows us to demonstrate how MMEs handle high
content-volume with ease. In terms of interaction, the History of Rheology MMS, uses a similar organisation
to the foregoing, with a main-menu of six options: “Introduction”; “Some Highlights”; “Controversies”;
“Friends and Disputes”; “International Meetings” and “Lessons from History” (Figure 2). This approach is
frame-based, originating from a lecture presentation, constructed around static slides [1]. The underlying VO
is inserted within each slide and the user can navigate forwards, backwards, or via access to the main menu.
This organisation enables editing, in modular-fashion per-slide. Transition and sprite movement are
implemented at the MME level. This is a computationally intensive process at runtime. Therefore, only a
limited number of such features, are incorporated per multimedia frame. Oncemore, presentation mode is

                                                  
1 Distributed by Institute of Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics (INNFM), University of Wales, http://innfm.swan.ac.uk/.



automated, and the MME is programmed to detect VO termination, so as to proceed to the next frame
directly. The associated graph structure commences from a cyclic-form graph, and is extended with links, to
and from the main menu-node.

Figure 1. Non-Newtonian Fluids MMS, Main Menu. Figure 2. History of Rheology MMS, Main Menu.

2.2 “Dough-Kneading DK-MMS”

Moving towards non-linear content-organisation, one faces complex interaction, illustrated via an
industrially-based case-study. Simulation and experimental data, are taken comparatively and evaluated using
the MMS. On-demand interaction is the default mode. The main-menu provides a number of features,
including links to a study overview, animated introductory clip, access to viscous and viscoelastic sections
and “cruise-control” mode buttons. Voiceover is included per slide throughout the MMS (bottom-left, slider-
bar, media-controller). An initial frame displays images relevant to the industrial process, including a model
mixer, two states of kneading, and the final product (Figure 4). The underlying structure used within this
case-study is a multiply-connected graph. Commencing with a tree, and multiple geometry options at the top
node, lower-level additional links are added across branches, that relate experimental and simulation results.
In addition, this structure includes sub-graphs of various types: fully-connected  (dense) for slide-sorters, or
of cyclic-form for cruise-control. Data organisation is optimised for the current case-study, allowing
hierarchical access.

Figure 3. Four video through speed, 2D and 3D. Figure 4. Four static 2D fields, Z2, 50 rpm.

The multi-menu utilised is unique to this case study. It tracks the geometric steps in modelling (Figures 3,
4). Starting from bottom-left, and rising upwards, increases the modelling complexity in stirrer positioning
and number: single-stirrer concentric; single-stirrer eccentric; two-stirrers eccentric; and two-stirrers with



baffles. Each multi-menu offers four basic aspects of comparison: below, through speed; left, through vessel
depth; top, through material type; right, through rotation-type. Arrows, for each case, cover full ranges.
Horizontal-menus (lower-left of screen-shot), enable selection of mixer orientation for fully-filled or part-
filled cases, relating to industrial settings for bread (vertical) and biscuit (horizontal) mixing. When a
particular stirrer-complexity setting is selected, the multi-menu displays satellite iconised options that relate
to information presented on screen. The same can be used to switch between settings. Red indicates current
selection, black possible selection, and dimmed unavailable options. The multi-menu provides the “variable
priority” feature, that ensures the MMS retains the currently-selected option. This aids visual comparison
upon change in setting. A characteristic interactive example would be a geometry switch between two-stirrers
to one-stirrer eccentric instances, respectively. The information visualised in Figure 3 is detailed in animated
field variables (2D motion-blur, top-left; pressure, top-right; experimental laser flow visualisation, bottom-
left; extension-rate, bottom-right). Such a mode of advanced interaction enables effortless data evaluation,
through visual comparison and field adjustment. The static variable fields displayed are labelled, both on-
screen and by palette reference (bottom-right of screen). Views in 3D of this data may be accessed through
the corresponding button-icon. The multimedia interface provides synchronisation options for animations.
This enables tight-synchronisation and concurrent presentation of multiple data streams.

2.3 “Contraction Flows CF-MMS”

The Contraction Flow case-study [2] is intricate, in terms of interaction and underlying graph structure. An
investigation tool-set emerges, based on simulation data alone. Reference is made at the entry window, to a
historical review sub-section (slide-sorter mode), and an animated short introductory sequence (flyer). Two
connected, dual-graph menus are presented within the main-menu. One offers choice over model-fluid type,
the other over geometry-type. Both aspects may be found in many common industrial processes. In contrast
to Dough-Kneading, base-data units are uniform of type (animated Motion-blur and static plots).

Figure 5. 5-model/1-geometry selection. Figure 6. Static mode 2-geometry/1-fluid mode; y.

Two modes of presentation style are adopted and intermixed, dynamic and static, for which a number of
data-combinations are considered. Possible combinations include: all five fluids for any particular geometry
(Figure 5, “All-Fluids” icon); all four geometries for any of the five fluids (“All-Geometries” icon); any valid
two-fluid combination (arrows); and any single-fluid for a single-geometry (fluid/model icons). For the latter
instance, the space below the Motion-blur image (animation clip) is utilised to display related static
information. These options are all available from the multi-menu instances shown in Figures 5 and 6.
Interface instructions, to aid user-selection, are provided below each menu. At lower system-levels, rheology
and other static results are accessible through iconised menus, which adjust dynamically, according to
geometry and model selection. This is a two-stage process, where, if a more detailed view of static data is
required, further slide-icon selection actions a zoomed, slide-sorter mode, departing from the animation-view.
Selection is indicated by red colour and/or a bounding-box, about each slide icon.



The programming approach to construct the multi-menu structure is modular. Each group of options
above has been programmed separately, and superimposed onto the menu. This approach enables component
re-use. System development is simplified when object-oriented techniques are employed. For example, each
multi-menu component, when copied, preserves its links, icons and attributes. Icons can be adjusted globally,
with a single replacement edit. Links can be re-programmed using general conditional statements, identifying
where and when to inter-link the MMS, as certain states are encountered (justified by user-selection and
current-data). Precise animation timing enables simultaneous display of a variety of non-uniformly
constructed animation clips. Under proprietary software, this would require rendering data-streams into a
single, combined stream to ensure precise timing.

Motion-blur (MB) [5] visualisation is used to represent dynamic flow states, in a space-filling manner,
covering a range of elasticity settings (Weissenberg number, We). Use of MB gives an animated graphic-feel
for fluid flow, but may not provide precise localised flow-representation. The simultaneous availability of
streamline data (Figure 6) addresses this shortcoming, accessed through menu selection, via the y option-
button, within top-level model- or geometry-menus (graphs). Three images are displayed bottom-screen, each
representing a streamline plot, adopted at a particular We-setting. This context combines a slide-sorter mode
(as found in PPT edit-mode), which utilises selectable iconised slides, here over a brief slide-set. Upon
selection, the corresponding slide is zoomed, centre-screen. Deselection is actioned by navigational
progression, either within the slide-sorter, or via alternative multi-menu options.

3. MMS CROSS-LINKING AND DELIVERY

To this point, frame-linking has been performed as standard, using the underlying graph structure to specify
data-relationships. The example of the Contraction-Flow static presentation, accessible from the main-menu
of the case-study, demonstrates how different presentation-styles can be merged. At a higher organisational
level, there is clearly merit in linking two or more individual MMS together. In this manner, content with
relevant context may be linked directly to a specific frame of interest, even for distributed MMS [3]. This
may arise when related content is to be accessed, and to avoid duplication, when copying content from one
MMS to another. Linking may be implemented at a higher level (MMS to MMS), ensuring data merges,
without replication and may be achieved in a number of different ways. One approach is to merge
presentations together under the same organisation environment. This is a time-consuming process, as each
MMS must be individually merged within a single super-MMS file-structure. Practical impediments may be
introduced in terms of file-space, and development time and effort, required to complete this procedure. Even
after completion, the complexity of the new super-MMS may require a high-end computer to handle the vast
amount of data involved. Utilisation of this technique is advisable only for small multimedia entities, to avoid
system-overload.

An alternative strategy is to individually access the required MME, using either hyperlinks programmed
in HTML, or batch files and shortcuts within the operating system. This is an efficient approach, but one not
withstanding its drawbacks. The MMS is accessed at the top-level and further user-interaction is required to
reach particular items of data sought. This method is appropriate when a series of MMS are to be accessed
sequentially.

A third method involves MMS-linking internally, employing a scripting language provided by the MME.
MMS-connectivity is similar to HTML-type linking, with the added advantage that direct links can be
programmed to specific frames within the target MMS. In this case, appropriate links, and a frame-based
HTML structure would be programmed (where the menu-frame consists of an MMS designed to call other
MMS, on-demand). These links would appear in other frames and the design integrated under a common
interface, see http://innfm.swan.ac.uk for example with two frames. Here, the left-frame (menu) reacts to
user-choice and queries the underlying “Microsoft Access” database of multimedia objects, to retrieve data-
fields or links to data, that are displayed, centre-frame. The data of the frame are automatically compressed
and transferred, using SHOCKWAVE streaming technology, reducing download time still further. One may
export Java versions and set the image-compression to JPEG (trading quality for faster transfer rates), or to
the maximum possible compression without loss of quality. JPEG is useful when data access is by mobile
devices, with limited visual capability and bandwidth.



The power of MM implementation is demonstrated when various delivery modes (through a range of
operating systems) are demanded within a limited time-frame. Delivery must be consistent across various
platforms, and utilise stream-compression to tackle content-delivery efficiently, transcending network
bottlenecks [3]. Our favoured option, is to generate a downloadable client-application, to communicate with
the server, and access the underlying multimedia-database. As data-streams are requested from the server,
they are transferred automatically, on-demand, in compressed format. Data instances, pre-delivered, may be
re-used, providing a significant upgrade in speed and system-response. Again, SHOCKWAVE streaming
technology is utilised to fulfil the above data-transfer and component re-use requirements. Certain data-
instances may be pre-loaded, to reduce response times still further; in other instances, the same data may be
unloaded (on-demand) to recover memory resource. Some characteristic examples of such an
implementation, are available over the Internet (http://innfm.swan.ac.uk). Such examples utilise the database
to dynamically request the content for each case-study.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A data-presentation and multimedia development environment has been utilised to construct highly-
interactive content-delivery mechanisms. Intelligent interaction and interrogation of the data is key. This has
been proposed and implemented at different levels: within a single presentation environment, and across
multiple instances. Desirable end-system characteristics include stream-compression, advanced-interaction,
multi-platform support and multiple media delivery. A factor restricting the use of MME for the development
of interactive multimedia presentations is the programmability aspects required to build a functional end-
system. To aid in this direction, object-oriented techniques have been utilised to build component-based
interactive (multi) menus. These techniques once invoked, may be re-used, reducing programming effort. For
example, appealing aspects of these MMS include negation of data-duplication, and their design to handle
large content volume. Overall, we believe that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages, particularly as the
volume of content increases in size.

Furthermore, a major underlying theme throughout has been the development of graphs to invoke
interaction and guarantee link-integrity. The application of these technologies has been described, having
introduced some of the MMS-capabilities, in terms of content-management, interaction, navigation and
deployment over various media. The end-systems have actively been deployed in over fifty instances
worldwide [3], including conferences, industrial/academic presentations, and courses on rheology, provoking
both commendation and commercial interest. On-line delivery is supported actively, often allowing MMS-
update to be viewed directly over Internet communication channels. Beyond intrinsic academic interest, and
active use of such MMS in scientific research, ingenuity alone will restrict the future use of these
technologies, to promote research and learning within the e-Society.
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